


Inside your PRO LX+ box 
^TZ�\NQQܪ�SIѰ
1 x 574�1=�1FXJW�WFSLJܪSIJW�GT]
1 x H4 handheld product box

By combining the two products together they become 
the PRO LX+ 

This user guide contains instructions on how to use the 
H4 handheld and instructions on how to use the PRO LX 
WFSLJܪSIJW�

When used together they give you all the distances you 
SJJI�TS�YMJ�HTZWXJ�FSI�RTWJ�

9T�FYYFHM�YMJ�MFSIMJQI�YT�YMJ�WFSLJܪSIJW��WJRT[J�YMJ�
cover plate from the PRO LX press the bottom half of 
YMJ�HT[JW�UQFYJ�NS\FWIX��9MJ�YTU�TK�YMJ�HT[JW�UQFYJ�\NQQ�
YMJS�IJYFHM�FSI�HFS�GJ�WJRT[JI�

The handheld slots in underneath the eye-piece and is 
XJHZWJI�NS�UQFHJ�\NYM�F�XYWTSL�RFLSJY��9MJ^�HFS� 
GJ�XJUFWFYJI�G^�HFWJKZQQ^�UZQQNSL�FUFWY�



The PRO LX+ is a versatile product and how it is 
used is down to personal preference of the golfer.

:XJ�YMJ�WFSLJܪSIJW�FSI�,58�YTLJYMJW�YT�VZNHPQ^�TGYFNS�^TZW�INXYFSHJ�YT�
YMJ�YFWLJY��9T�UJWKTWRFSHJ�YWFHP�XJQJHY�^TZW�HQZG�FSI�XNRUQ^�YFU�YMJ�YFL�
FLFNSXY�YMJ�,58�XHWJJS�YT�WJHTWI�^TZW�XMTY��9MJ�IJ[NHJ�\NQQ�[NGWFYJ�YT�
HTSܪWR�YMJ�XMTY�NX�WJHTWIJI�

>TZ�HFS�FQXT�ZXJ�YMJ�Y\T�UWTIZHYX�XJUFWFYJQ^�G^�ZXNSL�YMJ�QFXJW�TS�NYX�T\S��
UZYYNSL�YMJ�MFSIMJQI�NS�^TZW�UTHPJY��FYYFHMNSL�YT�^TZW�GJQY��HQNUUNSL�YT�F�
LTQK�GFL�TW�XJHZWNSL�YT�F�LTQK�HFWY���

+TW�UJWKTWRFSHJ�YWFHPNSL�TS�YMJ�LWJJS�\J�WJHTRRJSI�UQFHNSL�YMJ�
IJYFHMFGQJ�MFSIMJQI�NS�^TZW�UTHPJY�TW�ZXNSL�YMJ�GJQY�HQNU�UWT[NIJI�YT�YFL�
^TZW�XMTYX��9MNX�RJYMTI�NX�WJHTRRJSIJI�KTW�YMJ�RTXY�FHHZWFYJ�XMTY�
YWFHPNSL��&QYJWSFYN[JQ^�^TZ�HFS�FII�^TZW�UZYYX�FKYJW�^TZW�WTZSI�NS�YMJ�FUU��

9MJWJ�FWJ�RFS^�\F^X�YT�ZXJ�YMJ�574�1=��^TZ�OZXY�MF[J�YTܪ�SI�YMJ�\F^�YMFY�
\TWPX�GJXY�KTW�^TZ�

-T\�YT�YWFHP�R^�LFRJ�
with PRO LX+
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Inside your box
Thank you for buying a Shot Scope H4. Before turning 
on the device, please read our full user guide to ensure 
the correct set up.
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1 x Shot Scope H4
16 x Lightweight tags
1 x Charging cable
1 x Metal belt clip
1 x Carabiner clip



Step 1: Download and install the mobile app

Shot Scope provides both an Android and iOS app, these can be 
downloaded onto any compatible mobile or tablet. 

To download or install the Shot Scope app, simply search for  
Shot Scope on either the App Store or the Google Play Store.

Setting up your 
Shot Scope H4

Register

To register an account, open the app and then click on the 
‘Register’ button. Complete all sections and then press the 
‘Continue’ button. Your password must contain at least one letter 
and one number

02
App registration screen



Step 3: Connecting to Shot Scope

If you need to connect the handheld to the mobile app, turn 
Bluetooth on in your phone settings, log into your app and then 
press the ‘Connect’ button at the top of the screen. The handheld 
screen will then change to show the connection has been made 
successfully.
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Step 2: Complete the tutorial on the app

9MJܪ�WXY�YNRJ�^TZ�JSYJW�YMJ�8MTY�8HTUJ�FUU�FKYJW�WJLNXYJWNSL��
you will be taken through a tutorial showing you how to use the 
handheld and the app. During this process, you will turn on your 
H4 and pair the device with the app. You will choose the settings 
for your device and sync the handheld to ensure it has the latest 
�WR\FWJ�NSXYFQQJI��>TZ�RZXY�HTRUQJYJ�YMNX�UWTHJXX�GJKTWJ�ZXNSLܪ
the H4.

Set up tutorial



View course maps

Step 4: Check course maps
We suggest that you check the mapping status of any courses 
you intend to play 48 hours before your tee off time. This is to 
make sure the course is in the system and has been mapped. 

Most courses will be mapped and on the handheld, but there 
could be the occasional new course that isn’t on the system or 
your course may have an update pending.

To view the list of mapped courses on the Shot Scope system, 
navigate to the ‘Courses’ section in the app. This is present on the 
tab bar of the iOS app and the main menu of the Android app.
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Step 5: Searching for, subscribing and adding a course
You can search our course database by entering the name of the 
HTZWXJ�TW�ZXNSL�^TZW�QTHFYNTS�YTܪ�SI�SJFWG^�HTZWXJX��*NYMJW�ZXJ�
YMJ�XJFWHM�GFW�TW�ZXJ�YMJܪ�QYJW�FY�YMJ�YTU�WNLMY�TK�XHWJJS�YTܪ�QYJW�
courses by proximity to your current location.

To make sure you always have the most up to date course maps, 
XZGXHWNGJ�YT�FS^�HTZWXJ�YMFY�^TZ�UQF^�F�QTY�YT�LJY�STYNܪHFYNTSX�
when the course map has been updated. To subscribe, tap on the 
HTZWXJ�FSI�NY�\NQQ�GJ�MNLMQNLMYJI�GQZJ�YT�HTSܪWR�YMNX�FHYNTS��.K�FS^�
of the courses you selected are due an update then they will be 
automatically added to the sync list.

If your course is mapped but not yet on the handheld, the course 
will have an ‘add’ button beside it, tap this and the course will be 
automatically added to your sync list.

We may have your course in the database but it has not yet been 
mapped. In this situation the course will have a ‘request’ button 
beside it, tap this to request the course be mapped. This will 
notify the mapping team who will endeavour to get the course 
mapped in 48 hours.

.K�^TZ�HFSѣYܪ�SI�YMJ�SFRJ�TK�YMJ�HTZWXJ��UWJXX�YMJ�Ѣ7JVZJXYѣ�GZYYTS�
at the bottom of the screen. This will bring up a form that can be 
�QQJI�TZY�FSI�XJSY�YT�TZW�RFUUNSL�YJFR��&LFNS��\J�\NQQ�FNR�KTW�YMNXܪ
to be mapped in 48 hours. 05

View course maps



Step 6: Syncing

If you have any course maps that need to be uploaded to 
the device, or any updates that need to be transferred to the 
MFSIMJQI�^TZ�\NQQ�XJJ�F�WJI�STYNܪHFYNTS�FY�YMJ�YTU�TK�YMJ�(TZWXJX�
screen. If you wish to perform a sync then tap on the ‘Ready to 
Sync’ button at the top of the screen.

On the resulting screen, you will see the list of courses that 
require a sync. Press the ‘Sync All’ button near the top of the 
screen to start the process.
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View course maps
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The Shot Scope App  
and Dashboard
Download or update your mobile app
Please make sure you have the most up to date 
version of the iOS and Android app installed.

To upload rounds you must use the mobile 
app. You can also view and edit your round on 
the Performance Dashboard (shown on right) 
which can be accessed via web browser on a 
computer or tablet. 

Shot Scope Dashboard
A more detailed analysis of your statistics.

Available to view online at: 
https://dashboard.shotscope.com

Shot Scope Mobile app
A quick overview of your statistics.

Set up your Shot Scope, update 
�WR\FWJ��ZUIFYJ�HTZWXJX�FSIܪ

upload your rounds.



Step 1: Charging your Shot Scope H4

Your Shot Scope can be charged from any USB port or USB 
compliant wall charger. Please use the charger provided with 
the product. 

Hold the charger with the Shot Scope logo facing the sky, then 
apply some pressure to the lever and carefully place the 4 
prongs into the back of the device. The handheld screen will 
change to show the charging screen.

Additional chargers can be purchased at 
www.shotscope.com/products/accessories/

Before you play for 
YMJܪ�WXY�YNRJ
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Step 2: Installing tags

Your Shot Scope comes with 16 tags, each labelled with an 
initial to identify the club. It is best practice to match the 
appropriate tags with the corresponding club. For example, 
the D tag would screw into your driver.

Tags must be inserted securely into the grip of the club you 
wish to track. Do this by rotating the tag clockwise whilst 
applying a slight downward force.

There are 2 ‘spare’ tags marked X1 and X2, these should be 
used for clubs such as a 7 wood or an extra driver.

Only the P tag can be used with a putter.

Existing Shot Scope User: The tags from your previous 
Shot Scope product will work with the handheld, however we 
recommend swapping the old tags for the new ones provided.

09



Step 3: Setting up My Bag

My Bag is a feature on the Shot Scope dashboard and apps 
which allows you to create a database of all of the clubs 
you use and track their performance. 

To access My Bag on mobile it can be found in the ‘more’ 
section of the app on iOS and in the drop down menu on 
Android. 

To compliment the Shot Scope app we also a have an 
online web dashboard https://dashboard.shotscope.com. 
This webpage has more detailed performance statistics 
and is easier to assign your clubs to My Bag. You can log 
into this dashboard using the same email and password as 
your mobile app. The My Bag feature can be found in the 
‘Account’ tab at the top right corner of the dashboard.

Once you have screwed your tags into their respective 
clubs, you should then enter the My Bag feature on either 
the mobile app or the online dashboard and create your set 
of clubs, then assign these clubs to the tag slots so that it 
matches your physical tag set up. 

Please visit the support site for detailed instructions on 
how the My Bag feature works: 
support.shotscope.com

10

My Bag Dashboard



Step 1: Getting ready to play 

The H4 can be used several ways, for example 
putting the handheld in your pocket, attaching to your 
belt, clipping to a golf bag or securing to a golf cart. 
For performance tracking we recommend you place 
the H4 in your pocket or use the belt clip provided. 

9T�XYFWY�F�WTZSIܪ��WXYQ^�X\NYHM�TS�YMJ�IJ[NHJ�G^�
pressing the top left button, then unlock the handheld 
by pressing the bottom left button. Once the handheld 
is unlocked, press the top right button next to the 
ѢYNHPѣ��9MNX�\NQQ�HTSܪWR�YMJ�XJQJHYNTS�TK�Ѣ5QF^ѣ�

We suggest that you 
start a round just prior to 
FWWN[NSL�FY�YMJܪ�WXY�YJJ��A 
�MNHM�XMTZQI�YFPJ\�[ܪ�58,
around 30 seconds, the 
�WXY�YNRJ�^TZ�UQF^�YMNXܪ
may take a bit longer. 
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At the course



Step 2: How to use H4

The Shot Scope H4 shows front, middle and back distances, 
hazards and lay up distances.

H4 has shot tracking and performance statistics included. To 
track your game simply tap the Shot Scope tag on the end of 
your club against the device to record a shot. Tagging works 
best when tapped against the Shot Scope logo. Once your tag 
has been detected the club will show on the screen.

We recommend tagging before you take a shot as part of your 
pre shot routine.

9MJ�IJ[NHJ�\NQQ�[NGWFYJ�YT�HTSܪWR�YMJ�HQZG�MFX�GJJS�IJYJHYJI��
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Step 3: Mode and course selection

The game modes are interchangeable and allow you to get 
YMJ�RTXY�TZY�TK�^TZW�-��G^�TKKJWNSLܫ�J]NGNQNY^�GJY\JJS�J[JSYX�
After you have selected to start a new round you will be asked 
YT�HTSܪWR�\MFY�RTIJ�^TZ�\NXM�YT�UQF^�YMJ�WTZSI�NS��>TZ�HFS�
choose between: GPS only, Track only and GPS + Track.
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After you have selected a game mode your handheld will then 
XJFWHM�KTW�F�,58ܪ�]�\MNHM�XMTZQI�YFPJ�FWTZSI����XJHTSIX��YMJ�
�WXY�YNRJ�^TZ�UQF^�YMNX�RF^�YFPJ�F�GNY�QTSLJW��9MJ�MFSIMJQI�\NQQܪ
then show a list of available courses, use the bottom left and right 
GZYYTSX�YTܪ�SI�YMJ�HTWWJHY�HTZWXJ�FSI�YMJS�UWJXX�YMJ�YTU�WNLMY�
GZYYTS�YT�HTSܪWR�^TZW�XJQJHYNTS�

GPS + Track:
Combines both GPS distances and 

shot tracking so you can analyse your 
game post-round. 

GPS only:
Provides F/M/B, lay up and hazard 
distances on the screen of your H4 

throughout your round. This mode does not 
gather any shot tracking data.

Track only:
Gathers shot tracking data for retrospective 

game analysis. This mode does not 
provide any on-course information and no 
GPS distances will be displayed on your 

handheld whilst you play.

GPS TrackGPS + Track



Step 4: During Play 
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Tag ID
The tag ID gives the golfer visual feedback during the round and 
shows the last club tag the handheld has detected on the screen. 
9MNX�LN[JX�YMJ�LTQKJW�HTSܪIJSHJ�YMFY�YMJNW�XMTY�MFX�GJJS�IJYJHYJI��

The tag ID feature can be turned off in settings if you do not  
wish to use it.

Access Lay up /
Hazard Screen

Tag ID 
Back  
Distance
Scroll Right

Middle 
Distance

Menu

Front 
Distance

Scroll Left

Button Lock
The button lock feature locks 
the buttons while in play to avoid 
pressing accidentally. 
 
The buttons will lock after 15 
seconds of inactivity. To unlock, 
press the bottom left button.

To view hazards while in play, 
unlock the screen and the hazards 
icon will appear, top right. 

You can disable the lock screen 
feature in the settings menu. 

Buttons locked screen

Main GPS Screen
The diagram below explains F/M/B distances and how 
to access the menu and hazard / lay up screens. You can 
skip holes by pressing the bottom left and right buttons. 
These features are explained in the user guide.



PinCollect 
PinCollect is a simple feature that 
allows you to get the most out 
of your statistics by collecting 
the position of the pin. When 
you reach a green, your device 
will automatically change to the 
PinCollect screen. This screen 
shows the numbers 1-3, which 
represent the number of putts taken 
on the hole. On the following screen 
a 0 or 4 putt can be recorded. Once 
you have holed out, stand over the 
hole and press the button next to 
the number which correlates with 
the amount of putts taken. This will 
save the pin location for that hole.
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Step 4: During Play (cont)

How to record a penalty on course?
Navigate to the penalties screen by pressing the top left 
RJSZ�GZYYTS��9MJܪ�WXY�TUYNTS�NX�Ѣ5JSFQYNJXѣ��UWJXX�YMJ�YTU�
WNLMY�GZYYTS�YT�HTSܪWR�YMJ�XJQJHYNTS��>TZ�HFS�YMJS�H^HQJ�
through the different penalty options and select the one that 
is relevant to you. There is more information about using 
penalties on the support site: 
support.shotscope.com

What if I forget to PinCollect?
Although the device will remind you to do so on every green, 
forgetting is still easily done! If you do forget, you can add the 
pin position in editing and move your putts as required. There will 
be more on the editing feature later.

Scrolling between holes
<MJS�^TZܪ�SNXM�F�MTQJ��YMJ�IJ[NHJ�
will automatically change to the next 
hole. If you need to manually change 
the hole the device is on you can 
do this by pressing the bottom right 
button to go forward and the bottom 
left button to go back.
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Last Shot
This feature measures the distance of the last shot 
automatically in GPS+Track mode, and also measures the 
last shot manually in GPS mode.

Step 4: During Play (cont)

How to access hazards and lay up distances
To view hazards for the hole, click the top right button beside the 
‘!’ icon. This will take you to the hazards and lay up screen where 
you can access distances to bunkers, water hazards and lay up 
INXYFSHJX�YMFY�FWJ�TS�YMFY�MTQJ��9MJ�XHWJJS�\NQQ�XMT\�YMJܪ�WXY�Y\T�
distances but you can scroll through all hazards / lay ups on the 
hole by pressing the top right and bottom right buttons. To get 
back to the yardages screen after this procedure, press the top 
left button beside the back arrow.

Hazard icon (top right) Hazard screen

How to access last shot  
in GPS+Track mode
Unlock the screen, and press the 
menu button (top left). As you 
walk towards your ball, the number 
shown on the screen will increase. 
This then resets automatically, 
once you hit your next shot.

Pause Round
You can pause your round during GPS + Track mode by 
unlocking the screen by pressing the bottom left button 
then pressing the top left button for 2+ seconds.

For full instructions on how to use this feature visit our 
support website. 
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Ending a round
After playing the 18th hole you will 
automatically be asked if you want 
to end the round. Press the top right 
GZYYTS�YT�HTSܪWR�YMFY�^TZ�\NXM�YT�JSI�
the round. If you don’t want to end the 
round press the bottom right button 
until you see the ‘Continue’ option 
and then press the top right button 
YT�HTSܪWR�YMNX��>TZ�HFS�RFSZFQQ^�
end a round at any point by pressing 
the menu button top left and then 
scrolling through the options until 
you reach the ‘End Round’ option. If 
^TZ�UWJXX�YMJ�YTU�WNLMY�HTSܪWR�GZYYTS�
the round will end and you will return 
back to the home screen.

End round

Step 4: During Play (cont)

How to access last shot in GPS mode
When standing on the tee or beside your ball before hitting a shot, 
unlock the screen and press the menu button (top left) then press 
start (top right button). As you walk towards your ball, the number 
shown on the screen will increase. Should you wish, repeat this 
process every time you hit a shot. Play back 9 

If you are playing a 9 hole course but playing another 9 
holes. Keep pressing the bottom right button on the end 
round screen until you see the ‘Play Back 9?’ Then press 
YMJ�YTU�WNLMY�HTSܪWR�GZYYTS�YT�HTSYNSZJ�^TZW�WTZSI��



Post Round
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Step 1: Uploading your data 

<MJS�LTNSL�YT�ZUQTFI�^TZW�WTZSIܪ��WXY�RFPJ�XZWJ�YMFY�^TZ�
have your handheld turned on and next to your mobile phone 
(ensure you have Bluetooth enabled on your phone settings).
The next step is to log into your app and tap the ‘Connect’ 
button at the top of the screen. 

The screen will then change to show that a sync is waiting, 
tap on the sync button to start the round sync. You will see a 
progress bar and when this has completed the round will be 
uploaded to your account.

Step 2: Editing data

Editing is one of the most useful features on your Shot Scope 
system and should be a part of every users routine.

Upload data



Editing / Signing Off
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All rounds that you upload need to be signed off before 
they are included in your stats. This process ensures that 
all of your data is completely accurate.

Rounds that have not been signed off are 
NIJSYNܪJI�G^�FS�TWFSLJ�XHTWJHFWI�NHTS�TS�GTYM�
your online dashboard and mobile app.

To begin the ‘Sign Off’ process on the dashboard, click on 
the card of the round you wish to sign off and then select 
‘Edit/Sign off’ found below the map. On mobile, tap on the 
round card and then tap the pencil or scorecard icon on 
the round overview page.

This opens a scorecard for your round. 
4S�YMNX�XHTWJHFWI�YMJWJ�NX�Fܪ�[J�XYJU�UWTHJXX�

Step 1: Select your handicap from the dropdown.

>TZ�RF^ܪ�SI�JINYNSL�JFXNJW�TS�YMJ�\JG�IFXMGTFWI�ZXNSL�F�RTZXJ
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Step 2: Select which tees you played from, several options are 
included on the drop down list. If the tees you played from aren’t 
present, click on the plus icon to create a new set. When creating 
a new set of tees make sure all the pars for each hole are correct 
before going forward.

Step 3: Once you reach step 3, the edit button will be enabled. 
Click on this button to begin making edits to your round. In order 
to ‘sign off’ your round you must view at least one hole in editing, 
however, we do recommend reviewing all holes to ensure data is 
correct.

Step 4: Once you have edited your round, you must decide 
whether to include the round in your performance statistics. This 
shall be set to include as default. To discount the round, simply 
move the slider on dashboard or untick the box on mobile.

Step 5: Press ‘sign off’ to complete the process.

9Tܪ�SI�TZY�RTWJ�FGTZY�JINYNSL�FSI�XNLSNSL�TKK�UQJFXJ�[NXNY�� 
support.shotscope.com

Mobile Editing
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Compete against your 
friends in Leaderboards  
and unlock Medals
When signing off your round you have the option 
to include the round in Leaderboards and Medals. 

You can compete and play against other 
Shot Scope users to gain medals and top our 
leaderboards.

Opt into leaderboards via the ‘compete’ tab on 
the app and online dashboard.
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Get the most out of 
your Shot Scope H4

Visit www.shotscope.com/getstarted
for FAQs, tutorial videos and customer support
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